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As we better understand the people we serve, we will
improve the way we plan. Our faculty and staff participate
in the planning and program review process. Training and
staff development are recognized and developed to support
the organizational culture that is not only supportive of
assessment, but uses the data at every level for allocation of
resources to ensure good quality programs and services to
accomplish the college mission. In doing so, Crafton Hills
College demonstrates it is not only a place to learn, but that
it is an organization that learns.
What is our vision of Crafton Hills College? We see
Crafton as a center of higher education respected for its
quality education, training programs, and services; as an
institution at the forefront of educational technology; as a
place that reviews and revises its processes to ensure
student success; and as an organization that places the
student/learner as primary in its planning process. CHC is
attuned to the training and economic needs of the
community, and we proactively seek to build partnerships.
A smooth transition from one institution to another
stimulates Crafton Hills College’s collaboration with other
educational institutions; and as a highly regarded institution
of higher learning, we see ourselves as the first choice in
our community for transfer education, skills training, and
life long learning.
Given this vision, our priorities over the next five years are
quite clear--they are: access, retention, and advancement.
Efforts will be made to monitor progress on these priorities,
discovering where there are gaps that need attention, and
then attending to those needs. All the while, we will
maintain an organizational climate in which collaboration;
trust, foresight, listening, and the ethical use of power and
empowerment are sine qua non.

First we must identify the different points of access to
determine whether or not they are available to our students.
Where points of access are available, we must evaluate
them for effectiveness and ease of use. Where they are
unavailable, we must determine the extent to which they
can and should be made available to students. Where
relevant, we shall integrate what we learn into campus
planning processes.
We have a rich diversity of students and communities;
therefore, we must make every effort to provide accessible,
quality programs that are sensitive to both our students and
the community. It is imperative that we design programs
that meet these various needs. Our goal is the full
participation of students in our programs and services and
an increased accessibility for these services. It is essential
we have openness to the diverse learning styles of our
students as well as pedagogies and strategies that meet
these needs.
We must continue to maintain and enhance programs,
projects, and/or practices that lead to improved retention
rates for students in their classes, as well as in their
programs. It is vital to understand why students are
successful or unsuccessful in courses and programs. We
must provide our instructors with the latest information
regarding how our students learn. We must develop
learning methodologies that work. Intervention services
must be examined to evaluate their effectiveness. This
process must be completed with the cooperation of
departments and in close collaboration with the basic skills
components on campus.
If we are to be successful as a place to learn, and as an
institution that learns, we must diligently monitor the
progress and advancement of our students and their
continual intellectual development.
Articulation and
collaboration with K-12 and other institutions of higher
learning, as well as public and private entities, must be
expanded and become the norm.
While we have accomplished much during the past few
years, it is only through a comprehensive assessment
process with clear goals and objectives that we can further
our vision and stay true to our mission.

Your future is on the rise…
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President’s V ision, 2007 and Beyond

Crafton Hills College realizes its purpose of
excellence in education by enabling students of all
backgrounds and preparation to succeed. Our dynamic
faculty and staff maintain a tradition of dedicated service
and excellence. For the past 35 years Crafton Hills College
has created new opportunities for growth and progress for
our students, and of equal importance, it has brought
opportunities for growth and progress to the institution. In
order to be a vital and significant educational institution, we
must continually assess and understand our students and our
communities. This assessment mandates a continual
institutional self-assessment in order to meet the needs of
our students. We must learn our own strengths, as
individuals and as an organization, and optimize those
strengths to benefit our common mission.
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CHC HISTORY HIGHLIGHTS
1902

First Junior College organized - Joliet, Illinois

1910

First California Junior College - Fresno

1926

San Bernardino Valley Union Junior College District created

1962

Academic rank established

1965

California State University, San Bernardino, opens its doors

1966

The Board accepts 163 acres in Yucaipa donated by the Finkelstein
Foundation and the L and R Cattle Company (by the time the college
was ready to open, the gift of land had grown to 523 acres).

1967

Multi-campus district administrative organization approved

1968

The Board selects the name Crafton Hills College for the as-yet-unbuilt college

1969

Dr. Gordon C. Atkins is appointed the first Provost of CHC

1970

San Bernardino Junior College District becomes San Bernardino
Community College District

1972

Crafton Hills College, the 96th community college in California, opens its
doors to its first group of students

1972-1974

Mr. FOSTER DAVIDOFF from Compton College serves as the first President of CHC

1974

Superintendent becomes Chancellor

1974-1976

President ROGER ANTON

1976-1981

President WILLIAM J. MOORE

1981-1982

Acting President GLENN GOODER

1982-1990

President DONALD L. SINGER

1986

Collective bargaining voted in

1990-1992

Acting President LUIS S. GOMEZ

1992-2000

President LUIS S. GOMEZ

2000-Present

President GLORIA MACIAS HARRISON
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CRAFTON HILLS COLLEGE
VITAL STATISTICS
The San Bernardino Union Junior College District was created in 1926.
Crafton Hills College is one of two public community colleges serving the San Bernardino Community College
District. The other is San Bernardino Valley College. Both are tax-supported, coeducational institutions
governed by a locally elected Board of Trustees acting through a district Chancellor and the President of each
college.
The SBCCD encompasses the school districts of:
San Bernardino
Redlands
Rim of the World
Bear Valley
Colton
Rialto
Yucaipa
Needles
The college covers 513 acres and has 14 buildings.
There are 59 full-time teaching faculty, 17 non-teaching faculty, and approximately 110 part-time faculty.
CHC offers classes in the following subject areas for transfer or an Associate Degree:
Accounting
Economics
Philosophy
Administration of Justice
Emergency Medical Services
Physics
Anthropology
English
Political Science
Art
Fire Technology
Psychology
Astronomy
Geography
Radiologic Technology
Biology
Geology
Religious Studies
Business Administration
History
Respiratory Care
Chemistry
Liberal Arts-CSUGE
Social Science
Child Development
Liberal Arts-IGETC
Sociology
Communication
Mathematics
Spanish
Computer Information Systems
Music
Theatre Arts
Occupational Certificates can be earned in:
Accounting
Administration of Justice
Associate Teacher (Child Development)
Business Management
California Fire Officer Training
Child Home Day Care Provider (Child Development)
Computer Assisted Graphics Design
Computer Information Systems
Certified Respiratory Therapist
Cisco Certified Network Associate
Cisco Certified Network Professional
Computer Hardware Technician
Emergency Medial Technician-1
Emergency Medical Technician-Paramedic

Fire Inspection Academy
Firefighter I Basic Training Academy
Mobile Intensive Care Nurse
Marketing Management
Master Teacher (Child Development)
Programming
Radiologic Technology
Registered Respiratory Therapist
Retail Management
Site Supervisor (Child Development)
Teacher (Child Development)
3D Computer Animation
Webmaster
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Crafton Hills College
Educational Philosophy
In a free society all individuals should have access to educational opportunities in order to develop their unique
potential. The programs and services at Crafton Hills College help to promote an informed and engaged citizenry by
providing an environment where intellectual dialogue becomes the foundation for lifelong learning. At Crafton Hills
College, students prepare to meet the challenges of an increasingly complex society.
Approved by the Academic Senate, 12/10/03.
Crafton Hills College
General Education Philosophy Statement
General Education at Crafton Hills College is designed to prepare students to:
- analyze, synthesize, and evaluate various forms of information;
- demonstrate effective oral and written communication;
- analyze and use quantitative and qualitative data;
- apply problem-solving and decision-making skills utilizing multiple methods of inquiry;
- recognize the contributions of the arts, humanities, and sciences;
- make informed decisions regarding physical, mental, and emotional health issues;
- develop social awareness and a global perspective;
- understand the power and complexity of diversity.
General Education provides a broad cultural and intellectual background to complement mastery of specific fields of
knowledge and contributes to an individual’s self-awareness.
Approved by the Academic Senate, 02/11/04.
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CRAFTON HILLS COLLEGE
FACULTY ETHICS STATEMENT
Faculty members devote their energies to developing and improving their scholarly competence. They keep up with
new developments in their disciplines and in teaching methods, enabling them to infuse appropriate changes in
curriculum as appropriate. They accept the obligation to exercise critical self-discipline and judgment in using,
extending, and transmitting knowledge.
Adhering to their proper roles as intellectual guides and advisors, faculty members demonstrate respect for students
as individuals, with no regard to their cultural background, ethnicity, race, gender, religious beliefs, political
ideologies, disabilities, sexual preferences, age, or socioeconomic status. They make every reasonable effort to
foster honest academic conduct and to ensure that their evaluations of students reflect the true merit of the work of
those students. Academic standards should not differ significantly from one faculty member to another teaching the
same course or similar courses within the same discipline. And course content and methods should be consistent
with official course outlines.
In order to promote an atmosphere of mutual respect, faculty members avoid any exploitation, harassment, or
discriminatory treatment of students, colleagues, and support staff. Faculty members never use their positions for
personal gain or gratification.
Faculty members accept their share of specified responsibilities for the development of educational policies and the
governance of their institution. And although they follow the stated regulations of the institution, they maintain their
right to criticize and seek revision. They have the responsibility to identify barriers to access, which may include
restrictive admission policies, lack of counseling opportunities, or unjustified prerequisites.
When faculty members speak or act as private persons, they avoid creating the impression of speaking or acting for
the college.
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Resolution S06.06: General Education Outcomes
Whereas, the General Education Task Force was convened in 2003 in response to the college’s most recent
accreditation report which required the college to revisit its general education requirements;
Whereas, upon the GE Task Force’s recommendation, the Academic Senate adopted both an educational
philosophy and general education philosophy statement for the college;
Whereas, the new ACCJC accrediting standards require that “instructional programs are systematically
assessed in order to assure currency, improve teaching and learning strategies and achieve stated student
learning outcomes”;
Whereas, in the Fall 2005 semester, the GE Task Force hosted a series of work groups to gather input
regarding student learning outcomes for general education which was attended by scores of CHC faculty;
Resolved, that the Crafton Hills College Academic Senate recommended the college adopt the following
thirteen general education student learning outcomes, providing a basis for new general education
requirements.

A. Natural Sciences

“To apply a problem solving strategy such as the scientific method or other systematic process of inquiry
and to recognize the contributions of science and technology in our world.”

B. Social and Behavioral Sciences

“To recognize, describe and analyze individual behaviors and various social institutions that influence our
world.”

C. Humanities and Fine Arts
1.
2.

Humanities
“To identify and evaluate the historical and cultural context of the human experience as it relates to his/her
perspective of that experience.”
Fine Arts
“To appreciate the value of artistic expression and human creativity in the fine arts and evaluate them as
part of human culture.”

D. Language and Rationality
1.
2.
3.
4.

Written Traditions
“To write competently for a variety of purposes and audiences.”
Oral Traditions
“To demonstrate effective oral communication skills, including speaking and listening to individuals of
diverse backgrounds.”
Quantitative Reasoning
“To interpret quantitative reasoning and perform mathematical operations in an effort to demonstrate
quantitative reasoning skills.”
Critical Thinking and Information Literacy
“To demonstrate information competence by accessing, analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating various
forms of information including verbal, electronic, and visual messages, including those in the mass media.”

E1. Diversity and Multiculturalism
“To comprehend and appreciate cultural diversity, explore the multicultural nature of our world, and interact
with other cultures in relation to one’s own.”
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E2. American Heritage
“To recognize and appreciate the unique contributions, history and collective heritage of the United States.”

F. Health and Wellness

“To appreciate one’s own physical, mental and emotional health and demonstrate the knowledge and/or
skills associated with actions necessary for optimum health and physical efficiency.”

G. Reading
“To demonstrate the ability to read, comprehend and critically respond to written materials at the collegiate
level.”

H. Computer Literacy

“To utilize computer technology effectively, selecting and appropriately using the correct tool for the task.”

Professional Development will be providing training throughout the year.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Absences
If you are unable to meet a class, call the Instruction Office at 389-3215 or 389-3203, or after 4:00 p.m. call the
evening secretary at 389-3328. A notice that your class has been cancelled will be posted on your classroom door,
and an absence form will be put in your mailbox. (See Hourly Absence form in the back of this handbook). Only a
certificated, board-approved person can substitute for an instructor. Do not make arrangements on your own.
For emergency, unpaid, conference and sabbatical leaves, check the relevant sections of the collective bargaining
agreement for the most accurate information.

Accidents and Emergencies
Accident – Dial 9-911, then call the Nurse at extension 3271 or 3274 and Campus Police at extension 3275. If there
is no answer, dial “0” and have the Nurse and Police paged. If you are not close to a phone, shout for help.
Emergencies after the Switchboard is Closed – Call the Campus Police at extension 3275 and you will automatically
be connected to the San Bernardino County Sheriff’s Dispatch.
Fire Alarm – Immediately evacuate the classroom and building. Remain at least 50 feet away from the building.
Return to the classroom only when the all-clear signal is given
Earthquake – If inside, stay inside. Hide under sturdy furniture or within a doorway. Do not leave the building during
the shaking. After the shaking, evacuate the building. Stay out and away from damaged buildings.
Disturbance Requiring Police Intervention - Call the Switchboard Operator by dialing "0." The Switchboard Operator
will then contact the Campus Police by radio.

Advancement in Rank
First it should be pointed out that advancement in rank is not tied to salary. Advancement from Assistant Professor
(the title of all certificated staff on probationary status) to Associate Professor occurs automatically upon being
granted tenure status by the Board. A faculty member becomes a Professor three years after he/she earns tenure.
Any tenured professor with at least seven years of service will be awarded the rank of Professor Emeritus upon
retirement.
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Advancement on the Salary Scale
You should check the collective bargaining agreement for details. If you plan on taking work-related courses to
advance on the scale, you must submit your request in writing to the Vice-President of Instruction in advance of
taking the courses. All requests are submitted to the Board for approval ONCE a year (July or August) so it is
important that you submit your request in time. Note also that you must complete the course(s) within 2 years of
submitting your request. Refer to the CTA agreement for additional information.

Book Orders

Books are ordered well before the beginning of the semester. As soon as you receive your teaching assignment, you
should decide what texts or other materials you will need for your students. For some classes there will be
department text adoptions that you will use, or there may be a list of texts from which you may choose. On the other
hand, you may be on your own to select texts or materials. If you have questions about ordering books, or if you
need a desk copy, contact Carol Diehl at extension 3247.

Changing Location of Class Meetings
You must conduct each of your classes in the room you have been assigned unless you receive special permission
from your Division Dean. To request a relocation of your class for any reason, a Course Room Change Request form
must be completed and submitted to your appropriate Dean. (See Course Room Change Request form in the back
of this handbook). Remain in your current classroom until approval from the appropriate Dean is received.
Children on Campus
Children are not to be brought into the classroom by students or instructors nor left unattended on the campus. The
Counseling Center is able to provide referral information regarding childcare facilities on and off campus.
Class Breaks
The Educational Code allows for a 20-minute break in a 3-hour class and a 10-minute break in a 2-hour class.
Classes meeting less than 2 hours do not take a break. An instructor may choose to take a 20-minute break when
the instructional format allows it. The Education code does not allow this break to be taken during the last hour
of class. A class may not be dismissed early in lieu of a class break. While the Education Code does not require
breaks, the Statewide Academic Senate has found that “best practices” include breaks for long classes. Research
shows it improves student attention and learning.
Course Syllabus Requirement
A current syllabus for each course you teach at the college should be submitted, preferably electronically, to the
appropriate Division Dean and Faculty Chair.
Eating and Drinking in the Classroom
The College prohibits eating and drinking in the classrooms and the corridors of the buildings. This regulation
applies to instructors and students alike.
Email Account
You must submit a request for a district email account. (See User Application request form in the back of this
handbook). You can get your voicemail messages on your district email account with the Cisco IP Phone System.
Flex

Background and Goals

Legislation (Assembly Bill 1149) was drafted in 1981 to allow colleges the option of using up to 15 days of the 175day academic calendar for instructional improvement activities. The SBCCD CTA Agreement states that “the work
year for a regular ten-month employee shall contain 177 workdays for any academic year and at least 170 days of
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scheduled classes for students, two service days plus four (4) days of flex activities for any academic year” (Article
13, Section A, 2004-2007 Agreement). This translates to a total of 24 hours, with a maximum of 6 hours per day.
Flexible calendar hours can be utilized by faculty any time during the fiscal year, July 1 through June 30. Flex
activities must not be scheduled to conflict with a faculty member’s contractual obligations. These include
instructional schedules, office hours, and committee work.
The purpose of the flexible calendar is to provide time for faculty to participate in development activities that are
related to staff, student, and instructional improvement (Title 5, section 55720).
Hourly Credit for Activity Participation

Faculty who are learners: 1=1
Faculty should receive one-hour credit for each hour of participation in an approved flexible calendar activity.
Faculty who are presenters: 1=3
Presenters receive 2 hours of preparation time for each hour of on-campus presentation. Presenters who repeat
their programs will be given another 2 hours of preparation for each hour of on-campus presentation.
Reporting Flex Hours

A Flex Activity Report Form must be submitted to the Instruction Office by the end of April. Activities that will be
completed by June 30 should be included on this form. (See Flex Activity Report form in the back of this handbook).
The Professional Development Committee will review these forms as they are received (Title 5 requires that there be
an advisory committee for the flexible calendar program and that the approval of individual faculty plans be
accomplished by a peer process). Your form will be returned to you:
 if you list activities that do not appear to meet the Flex guidelines, or
 if there are questions as to the nature of any of the activities.
It will be your responsibility to respond to the committee’s questions and to return the form in a timely manner. The
committee will submit its final report to the college President by commencement day.
Special Conditions
Sabbaticals, Re-Training Leaves, Leaves Without Pay, Teaching Exchanges:
Faculty in the above categories are not required to do Flex time for the period of the special assignment.
Faculty taking “Load-Banked” time:
Faculty in this category are required to complete their Flex obligation.

Keys to Classrooms
Most of the classrooms do not require keys. If you will be using a classroom that requires a key, it will be determined
if one should be ordered for you. You must pick up and sign for your keys in the Communications Office, LADM-150.
At the end of the semester, any keys you do not expect to be using again must be returned to the Communications
Office. If your keys are lost, there is a $5.00 replacement fee for each key.

Mailboxes

Full-time faculty mailboxes are located in various parts of the campus. Check with your Faculty Chair.

Overloads
After the semester begins, you will receive an Agreement for Temporary, Part-time Teaching Assignment and
five time sheets for the semester. (See Agreement and Timesheet in the back of this handbook). Your agreement
and all time sheets are to be signed and returned to the appropriate Division Dean’s office. You will be compensated
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on a Pay-Per-Course schedule. Compensation for overload classes is included in your regular paycheck on the first
of each month.

Parking Privileges
Full-time faculty members are obligated by the same parking regulations as other staff and students. You may park
in the faculty parking areas, however; you must purchase a parking permit and display it as indicated on the permit.
You may purchase a permit by the semester or for the entire year. There are additional stalls marked “staff” in Lots
E, F, & G. Purchase your parking permit in the Communications Office located in the Lab/Administration (LADM)
Building, Room 150, before or during the first week of classes. NOTE: The parking permit allows you to park at both
the Crafton Hills College and San Bernardino Valley College campuses and the San Bernardino Community College
District location.

Paycheck
You will be paid once a month on the first (unless the first is a Sunday). You have 3 options: (1) You may have your
check mailed to your home. You should receive it on the first or on the second day of the month if the first is a
Saturday or Sunday. (2) You may arrange to collect your check in the Campus Business Office on the first working
day of the month. (3) You may arrange for an electronic deposit in your bank in which case you can either collect
your pay stub in the Campus Business Office or have it mailed to you.

Qualifications
In order to teach at Crafton Hills College you must have valid discipline qualifications as mandated by the State
Chancellor’s Office and current tuberculosis test results.

Smoking
The College prohibits smoking in all buildings on campus. Smoking outdoors must be at least 20 feet away from
entrances. This regulation applies to instructors and students alike.

Substitute Instructors
If a substitute is needed, it must be an instructor who has a valid California Community College Credential or has met
the minimum qualifications for faculty and has gone through the formal hiring process. Please check with the
appropriate Administrative Office for additional information. They must also be approved by the Board of Trustees if
they are not a regular faculty member. All substitutes are paid on an hourly basis and must complete a substitute
time sheet. Contract instructors may also substitute if it extends beyond their load and they do not exceed the seven
(7) hour per week limitation for overload. Circumstances will determine if a substitute is needed, i.e., extended
absence, final exam, etc.

Teaching Aids
If you need duplicating or processing for your class, contact the Teaching Aids Office located in Library (LR) 310,
Monday-Thursday from 8:00am-8:30pm or Friday from 8:00am-4:00pm.
To Submit Duplication Requests Using Email for a Quicker Turn Around Time
Teaching Aids will accept Word Documents for reproduction via email at teachingaids@craftonhills.edu. Please call
389-3310 in the morning or 389-3319 after 4:00 p.m. and leave a message to verify that Teaching Aids is aware of
your request. They will acknowledge receipt of your email when they receive it. Attach the document to be
reproduced and indicate the following: number of pages to be reproduced; number of copies needed; date and time
needed; can it be printed back to back; are there special instructions: collated, stapled and collated, do not collate,
etc.; furnish a telephone number where you can be reached if there is a problem. It is the instructor’s responsibility to
pick up all completed requests unless otherwise indicated on your request.
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To Submit Requests in Person
Hard copy reproduction request forms are available in the Teaching Aids Office and in the Lab/Administration
Building, 3rd floor. (See Teaching Aids Duplication Request form in the back of this handbook). Complete the form
and paperclip it to your materials, retain the pink copy for your records before submitting the request. Leave
materials in the tray labeled “Part-Time Afternoon/Evening Faculty” on Pat’s desk or the tray labeled “Full-Time
Faculty and AM Part-Time” on Sherri’s desk.
Services Provided
The Teaching Aids Office has the materials to make photocopies, run transparencies, laminate, collate, staple,
automatic fold, bind (adhesive strips or cone), 3-hole punch (single-sided copies only) and word processing work
upon request. Types of projects include: exams, quizzes, syllabi, course outlines, graphics, various handouts,
services for faculty members in conjunction with their instructional programs and CHC administrative projects.
Timelines
Plan ahead. Depending on the volume, for duplication only, provide 1-3 days notice. If you need items word
processed and duplicated, add an additional 1-2 days to the request. Requests are filled on a first come, first served
basis.
Picking Up Materials
Should the office be locked when you need to pick up your copies, please ask for the office key at the Learning
Center (same floor).

Teaching Load/Office Hours
A full-time certificated employee is assigned 15 lecture hours per week, or 21 lab hours per week, or 24 clinic hours
per week, or 35 counseling hours per week, or any combination of assignment such that the sum of full-time
equivalencies (FTE) equals 1.000000. You must maintain at least three (3) posted office hours for students per week
and two (2) arranged office hours per week.

Technology Services

Technology Services provides support for all of the technology on the Crafton Hills College campus.
The are prepared to help you do any of the following: setup, maintain and repair computers and other technology
equipment; plan for technology projects and purchasing; assistance with materials, resources and instructional
strategies using technology in the classroom (online or off); ensuring that your instructional practices and material
comply with Federal and State laws and regulations, including the Americans with Disabilities Act; answer questions
and provide training on a wide variety of topics, hardware, and programs.
Visit their webpage to get more information on assistive technology, instructional design, downloadable forms,
information resources and frequently asked questions. (See Computer Use Policy in the back of this handbook).
Contact Technology Services as 389-3550 (7:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.) or 389-3297.

Voice Mail Box Set Up

In order to listen to your voice mail messages, you must first follow these directions to set up your voice
mail box:
• From an outside line call (909) 389-3300
• When the recorded message starts, press #
• Enter your ID number (extension number)
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• Press #
• It will prompt you to enter a password, which at this point is 12345.
Once you have entered this password, you will be prompted how to set up your name and outgoing message. It will
also instruct you on how to change your password. Once you have done these things, you will be given the option to
listen to your message. When you get to the end of the setup you will hear “you have finished enrollment” before you
can hang up. If you do not do this, your changes will not be accepted.
Students can leave messages for you by:
• Calling the college phone number (909) 794-2161
• Enter your voice mail extension
If you have any questions, contact Technology Services at 389-3550 (7:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.) or 389-3297.

Workload

The work year for a regular ten-month employee shall contain 177 workdays for any academic year and at least 170
days of scheduled classes for students, three (3) service days plus four (4) days of flex activities for any academic
year. You must complete at least 24 hours of appropriate flex activities in each academic year, defined as July 1 to
June 30. Activities or events used to satisfy the Flex Calendar obligation may not conflict with regularly scheduled
classes or other regularly scheduled activities considered to be part of the normal “workload.” Completed Flex
Activity Report forms must be turned in to your immediate supervisor on or before the day of graduation. (See copy
of Flex Activity Report form and Flex Guidelines in the back of this handbook).

ACADEMIC POLICY AND PROCEDURE
Auditing
Governing Board policy prohibits student auditing of classes. All students in attendance must be officially enrolled in
the class. Encourage potential students to consider enrolling in the class on a regular or credit/no credit basis.

Census and Attendance Record Keeping
By the first day of class, you should have a temporary class roster in your mailbox. After the census, you will receive
your permanent rosters. The permanent roster must be signed and submitted along with your grades at the end of
the semester to Admissions and Records (SSA 213) unless you submit grades on-line. (See Rosters in the back of
this handbook).
Temporary Roster – Included will be the names of students who have officially enrolled in the class. If a student in
the class claims that he/she officially enrolled in the class but his/her name does not appear on the roster, ask to see
the student’s Student Class Program (a printout given to students to verify enrollment). If the student’s form lists
your class, add that student’s name to the roster. Students who have no evidence of enrollment in your class may
add the class if there is sufficient room. Send the student to the Admissions Office with Authorization Code Label
located on the right side of your roster. The student should affix the label to a Web Authorization Code Card which is
available in the Admissions Office, and register for the class. Note the “USE BY” date on the label which is also
the last day to add the class. Be sure you know how many students are allowed in the class. When spaces are
available, you must allow students to take those spaces. Students who do not attend the first class meeting may be
dropped from the roll and another student given that space.
Enrollment Verification Roster
You will receive an enrollment verification roster for each of your classes two times during the semester. You will
receive the first one during the fourth week of the semester. Drop students who are not regularly attending your class
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or who are failing to participate or submit work. Be sure to return these rosters promptly so that your permanent roll
sheet, which you will receive at the end of the fifth week of classes, will accurately reflect your class.
Permanent Roster
This roster, which you will receive at the end of the fifth week of classes, must be submitted with final course grades
at the end of the semester unless you submit grades online. If you have any questions about a student's enrollment
status, check with the Admissions and Records office.
Positive Attendance Roster
Classes that have irregularities in the meeting times or hours or are specified as noncredit or open entry/open exit are
reported as positive attendance classes. You must indicate the exact number of hours each student ATTENDED. It
is critical that you complete this roster as soon as your class ends.
Last Day to Add/Drop
The last day to add, the last day to drop (without a “W”), and the last day to withdraw (with a “W”) are noted on the
top of your student roster.
Record Keeping and Attendance
You are not obligated to keep a record of each student's attendance after the fourth week of classes, but you are free
to do so. Also, the College has no stipulated number of class sessions a student is permitted to miss. You may use
your own absence policy but make sure that it is clearly outlined in your syllabus. Check with your Faculty Chair to
determine the prevailing practice in your department.

Crisis Intervention
To Activate the Crisis Intervention Plan, call Campus Police 389-3275, Communications 389-3276 or “0”, Health and
Wellness Center 389-3272. For more information see the Crisis Intervention Flip Chart – available in the V.P. of
Student Services Office, or Health & Wellness Center.
If you encounter a student with inappropriate behavior(s), please complete a CHC Disruptive Student Behavior
Incident Report and send it to the V.P. of Student Services. The form is available on the CHC Website at
www.craftonhills.edu (Student Information), Vice President of Instruction, or Division Dean.
Mental Health Counseling is available for students by a licensed psychotherapist in the Health & Wellness Center,
SSB-101, 389-3272, fax: 389-0772, e-mail: jgiacona@craftonhills.edu.

Course Outline of Record
There is an official course outline of record for the class(es) you are teaching, and you are expected to teach to this
outline. Course outlines of record are rewritten every six (6) years. To obtain the most recent copies, check with
your Faculty Chair or use the Crafton Hills College computer website, www.craftonhills.edu, click on Faculty/Staff
Info, then click on Course Outlines.

Course Syllabus
A syllabus must be given to the students at the first class meeting. A copy of the syllabus should also be submitted
to the appropriate Division Dean and your Faculty Chair. As you prepare your syllabus, be sure to review the college
calendar to check important dates such as deadlines and holidays. A typical syllabus should contain the following:
1.
The title, number, and brief description of the course.
2.
Your name and when and where you can be reached.
3.
The goals and objectives of the course, including expected student learning outcomes.
4.
The name and author of all required and suggested texts and materials.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Criteria that will be used in evaluating students.
Grading standards and specific requirements for earning a desired grade in the class.
Any policies you feel are important (e.g., cell phones off, attendance requirements,
policy on plagiarism).
A session-by-session outline of topics and assignments.
Final exam date and time.
Other important dates (e.g., last day to drop the course).

Evaluation of Instruction
Evaluations of instructors are conducted with the goal of improving instruction and are conducted by your Division
Dean. Evaluations of instructors are conducted in accordance with the current agreement with CTA. Refer to the
current contract for details.
Students will be asked to complete an instructor evaluation in each of the classes taught. (See Evaluation form in the
back of this handbook).

Field Trips
Field trips are an extension of the campus instructional program and, as such, must be conducted in a manner similar
to on-campus instructional practices such as organization of instructional materials, goal setting, course objectives,
student contact, adherence to college rules, regulations, policy, and provisions for classroom safety. Field trips will
be approved, subject to administrative review, when campus facilities and equipment do not provide the needed
learning experiences necessary to adequately teach a class. Every field trip must have an educational goal which
cannot effectively be obtained from on-campus activity. Approval for a field trip requires the completion of the
Request for Approval of Off-Campus Class Meeting form by the instructor and the Field Trip Waiver of Claims
Acknowledgement form by each student. (See Off-Campus Approval and Field Trip Waiver in the back of this
handbook). Check with the appropriate Division Dean for the forms.
All requests for college-sanctioned class meetings at off-campus locations MUST be submitted on the appropriate
form at least one ten days prior to the trip. It is best to have anyone who thinks they might attend fill out the waiver
form. Anyone who does not have a waiver on file may not attend the trip. If any students are high school students,
and/or are under the age of 18, their parent/guardian must sign the waiver. Should anyone become injured or is
thought to be injured while on the trip, the instructor must notify the appropriate Division Dean’s office as soon as
possible after the trip. The Dean will then notify the appropriate District personnel. Family members may attend as
long as they provide their own transportation, they are considered to be attending voluntarily and not as a part of the
class.
Any time a faculty member meets a class at an off-campus site, whether it is a mandatory or voluntary meeting and
whether the entire class or just a few members of the class attend, Board Policy 4300 must be followed:
FIELD TRIPS AND EXCURSIONS
BOARD POLICY 4300
A. Authorization
Any curricular activity, field trip, or excursion involving student participation at an off-campus location other than the
usual meeting location of the class requires authorization by the appropriate administrator prior to the
commencement of the activity. Any overnight trip, in excess of $500 total cost, or any trip involving cost for student
meals must be approved by the College President.
B. Expenditure of Funds
The approval request shall include any anticipated expenditure of funds for lodging, food, transportation, or activity
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fees. No expense of students participating in a field trip or excursion to any state other than California, the District of
Columbia, or a foreign country shall be paid with District funds. Usual and customary travel expenses for authorized
District personnel may be provided. Expenditures shall be approved only after an approved trip request is submitted
with a Purchase Requisition, and if that amount has been budgeted and sufficient funds remain in the account to
cover the claim.
C. Accountability
When transportation is provided, the individual responsible for the field trip shall leave a list of all participants,
including students and employees who are on the trip, on his/her desk in a prominent place where it can easily be
found in case of an emergency.
D. Transportation
1. Students shall be transported in commercially procured transportation whenever possible. Van size is limited to no
larger than the 10-passenger size as defined in California Vehicle Code. Commercial bus lines must have on file a
certificate of insurance with the Office of Risk Management prior to the commencement of the trip naming the District
as "additional insured." Transportation requiring rental of van(s) or bus(s) must have a contract. The contract must be
signed by a Board approved authorized signer fourteen (14) calendar days prior to the day of travel. (See AR 6340
Contracts)
2. If rented vans or automobiles are used, each driver must be a District employee, be registered on the Approved
Drivers' List and have the appropriate class of driver's license to operate the intended vehicle. No student is
authorized to drive any vehicle on District business. District insurance provides primary liability coverage for rented
vehicles and secondary coverage for property damage coverage.
3. If funds are not available for transportation, students may provide their own transportation. In such cases students
should be asked to meet at the site at a specified time. Car caravans are not appropriate.
4. No employee shall transport any student in his/her private vehicle on college business.

Final Exams
The College requires final exams for students in all classes. Final exams for day classes are administered according
to a final exam schedule. Final exams for evening classes are given on the last scheduled evening of classes. The
final exam schedule can be found in the class schedule. Final exams at other than scheduled times are permitted
only by petitioning the Office of Instruction and for circumstances clearly beyond the student's control.

Grade Changes
Individual course instructors are responsible for assigning grades. All grades are final. As per SBCCD Board Policy
5040, grades will not be changed for any reason or under any circumstances after 36 months from the end of the
term in which the grade was assigned. (See Grade Change form at the back of this handbook).

Grade Reporting
You will be expected to award grades according to reasonable standards based on the requirements of the course.
These requirements must be consistent with the official course outline. The evaluative grading system used at
Crafton Hills College is standard:
A = Excellent
B = Good
C = Satisfactory
D = Passing, less than satisfactory
F = Failing
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CR may be awarded for Credit (satisfactory or better) and NC for No Credit (less than satisfactory). Students who
request to be graded on a credit/no credit basis must file a petition to do so before the end of the fifth week for
semester-length courses (see policy in Catalog for more detail).
Non-evaluative symbols are also used. I is used for an Incomplete. Instructors who use this symbol must submit to
Admissions and Records a course completion form indicating what assignments the student must submit to remove
the "Incomplete" from his or her academic record. This form accompanies the roll sheet with final course grades
submitted at the end of the semester. An Incomplete is assigned to allow for unforeseen circumstances, but it is not
advisable to use the grade to prevent the student from receiving a low grade. The majority of students do not bother
to complete the Incomplete, it must be completed within one year or convert to whatever grade you have indicated on
the Incomplete Grade form.
Another non-evaluative symbol is the W, used to indicate a withdrawal from a class. Note that you cannot assign a
W after the official drop date. Also, you cannot change a W to a grade after the fact.
The symbol RD (Report Delayed) may appear on a student's record to indicate that the instructor has failed to turn in
his or her grades.
You may record your grades on your Permanent Roster and submit it to the Admissions & Records Office
or you may choose to submit grades on-line using Campus Central. The instructions for submitting grades on-line
are included in this handbook.
It is very important that final grades be submitted on or before their due date. Grades are due in the Admissions &
Records office within 3 working days of the end of the session. Delays are costly to the College and troublesome for
the affected students.
If a student asks for the privilege of credit by examination (granted on occasion by some departments), refer him or
her to your Faculty Chair.

Posting of Student Grades
The posting of student grades with easily identifiable personal indicators is in violation of the Family Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974. However, there are acceptable methods by which instructors may voluntarily provide this
service or benefit for groups of students without jeopardizing the student's right to privacy, including:
 Instructors may post student grades by utilizing some derivative of a student's Social Security number perhaps the only the last three or four digits.
 Instructors may post student grades by using their student ID.
 Instructors may voluntarily agree to mail grades if the student provides a self-addressed and stamped
envelope.
 Instructors may post grades on-line using the Gradebook available in Campus Central. When students log
onto Campus Central they will be able to access only their own grade, although they can see the class
average as well. Workshops on the use of Gradebook are run periodically.
With respect to the reporting of grades, it is in the best interest of all concerned if all students in the group are treated
alike.

Student Attendance
Instructors are obligated, at the beginning of the semester, to announce to students their policy regarding
attendance. When absences exceed the number of hours a class meets in one week, the instructor may consider a
drop for excessive absence. In the event that the instructor judges a student's absences to be so excessive as to
make it impossible for the student to complete the course successfully, the instructor may drop the student from the
class. It is the student's responsibility to withdraw from classes he/she is not attending and to discuss anticipated
extensive absences with the instructor.
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Student Conduct in Class
If in your judgment, a student persists in disrupting your class, you may dismiss him or her from that class meeting
and the next class meeting. You are required to make reasonable effort to “give the student oral or written notice of
the reasons for the proposed suspension.” If you dismiss a student you are required by Board Policy 5500 to notify
the Vice President of Student Services (x3355) of the suspension as soon as possible. You should also direct the
student to the Vice-President of Student Services (SSA-306, x3355). The student cannot return to class during this
short suspension without agreement between the instructor and the Vice-President of Student Services. The VicePresident of Student Services will review the suspension and may talk to you and the student. Board Policy 5500
authorizes the President’s designee, the Vice President of Student Services, to decide on additional penalties or to
return the student to class.
Your safety and the safety of your students should be your first concern. If you should incur serious disruption and/or
violence in your classroom, contact the switchboard operator by dialing “0”. The operator will contact the Campus
Police by radio to assist you.

Student Grievance

Students may file a grievance for any of the following reasons:
1. Any act or threat of intimidation;
2. Any harassment (sexual or other);
3. Any act of discrimination;
4. Any Act or threat of physical aggression;
5. Any arbitrary action or imposition of sanctions without a proper regard to academic due process as specified
in college procedures.
For more information review Board Policy 6090. Board policies are accessible from the District website:
www.sbccd.cc.ca.us. (See Grievance Procedure in the back of this handbook).

ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS QUESTIONS
What are the rules (mandated Title V) and CHC deadlines for Adds, Drops, & Withdrawals?
In order to report FTES accurately and in a timely manner, it is imperative that both the faculty and students strictly
adhere to deadlines set by the Admissions and Records office in accordance with Title V regulations.
Last Date to sign a student into a class:
CHC is funded for all paid enrollments prior to the census date of each course. This date is otherwise referred to as
the “last date to add” and is noted at the top of each class roster.


Last date to sign students into 18-week courses:
The last date for students to add 18-week courses is noted in the class schedule as the second Friday of the
term. The date also appears at the top of each roster.
Last Date to sign students into short-term courses:
Census dates will vary for each short-term class. The last date to sign students into a short-term class is the
“last date to add” noted at the top of the class rosters.
All individuals attending class must be registered! If an individual is attending class and does not
appear on the instructor’s roster nor has a class schedule indicating that they are registered in the
class, they must be sent to the Registration office immediately to officially register. ALL students
must be registered by the “USED BY” date printed on the AUTHORIZATON CODE LABEL and by the
date indicated at the top of each roster.
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Any individual attending class and not registered (1) will NOT earn credit for the class and (2) will
NOT be included in the funding calculation for the institution and, (3) technically, is auditing the
class, which is in violation of District policy.
**It is the potential student’s responsibility to register and pay for a class. The Records department
staff cannot initiate a student’s registration into a course. Any request made by an instructor to
“add” a student into a class will not be honored.

When must a student obtain an instructor’s authorization to ADD a class?
Prior to the beginning of a term, instructor signatures are not required to add courses. Students may either register
using the Web or Telephone. Once the term has begun, any student attempting to register for an 18-week course
must obtain an Authorization Code Label from the instructor (right side of the class roster), to be affixed on an
Authorization Code Card obtained from the Admissions Office. Students wanting to add classes (full-term or
short-term) must do so by the add date indicated on the top of your class roster and the “use by” date on the
Authorization Code Label.

What is the last date to DROP?
While instructors may choose to drop a student from their class for non-attendance, they are encouraged to remind
students that it is absolutely their responsibility to drop the class.
An instructor must complete an Enrollment Verification Roster in order to drop students from their class.
Instructors may request an Enrollment Verification Roster from the Admissions Office at anytime during the semester
up until the withdrawal date printed at the top of each roster. The first verification roster is distributed during the third
week of the term (spring/fall) and only once during the Summer term (before 20% of instructional timeframe). The
completed form should be returned to the Records department. Once drops have been posted, updated Class
Rosters will be distributed.
After the withdrawal date, any student who remains on the Class Roster MUST be assigned a letter grade (A, B, C,
D, F, CR, NC or I). A grade of “W” will no longer be a valid option. Remember, an Incomplete form must be
submitted to the Records department along with your grade scanner for all students receiving a grade of “I.”

Can a student who was dropped be reinstated?

An instructor may reinstate a student who has been inadvertently dropped from his/her class by completing a
Instructor Drop Reinstatement form (See form in the back of this handbook). The reinstatement must be done prior
to the withdrawal date indicated at the top of each roster.

What if I want to change a grade?
Changing a grade is an instructor’s prerogative; however, no grade may be changed, for any reason, after 3 years
from the end of the term in which the grade was assigned. To change a grade, an instructor must submit a “Change
of Grade” form to the Records office. (See Change of Grade form in the back of this handbook). Change of Grade
forms are never accepted from students.

What is FTES?

Part of the income for Crafton Hills College comes through the state apportionment funding process. A major portion
of that funding is generated through the formula for Full-time Equivalent Students (FTES). FTES is calculated in
several ways based on each class’ attendance pattern (weekly, daily, positive attendance). The basic allocation is
$4,367 per credit FTES. Instructor records (Class Rosters, Positive Attendance Rosters, Instructor Verifications, and
Grades) are all auditable documents that must be submitted to the Admissions and Records office at the end of each
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term. In the case of an audit by the State, these documents must be presented to verify that CHC accurately
reported FTES. If documentation cannot be presented, there is a possibility that the institution could be penalized
and lose a portion of its funding.

What is involved in CR/NC?
Students may opt to take a class for Credit/No Credit (CR/NC) by completing a CR/NC petition and submitting it to
the Admissions and Records office by the deadline date noted in the class schedule. (See Credit/No Credit form in
the back of this handbook). Once the petition is processed, the instructor will receive a copy of the form. It is the
instructor’s responsibility to note the CR/NC option for the student. Upon assigning grades, CR is submitted for
students earning a grade of A, B, or C. A grade of NC is submitted for any student earning a D or F.

Can a student repeat a class?

Courses in which a substandard grade of D, F, NC was issued may be repeated one time. Only the units and the
grade for the course taken the second time will be used to compute the student’s GPA and to count for degree or
certificate requirements.
Courses in which a standard grade of C, B, A, CR was issued may be repeated one time only upon petition
establishing circumstances that will justify such repetition. (Refer to the catalog for more details.)

INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
Audio-Visual Support
If you need equipment such as a TV, a VCR, an overhead projector, a tape player, or a projector, make your request
one week in advance to the Instructional Media Technician who is based on the third floor of the Library at extension
3316. The preferred way to request equipment is through the Crafton website (www.craftonhills.edu). Go to:
Departments/Technology Services/Audio Visual. There is a catalog of available materials, but there is no funding to
rent videos.

Computer-Assisted Instruction

The Learning Center has Macintosh and Windows computers with printers attached. The Learning Center staff can
assist students with word processing and classroom drills.

Computer Lab

The computer lab (LADM-101) is available only to Information Technology classes. However, LADM-216/LR-309 has
computers and can be reserved for your class if time is available. Scheduled classes in those rooms have priority.
You will be responsible for any computer training your students need. If you have a software package you would like
installed, you must have an unopened software package and/or proof of licensing for each program (per machine)
you want installed. There is no guarantee that the rooms can accommodate all requests. Follow the “Computer
Room Reservation Process” to reserve space. The paperwork is available online or in the Career & Technical
Education Office. (See Computer Room Reservation Request in the back of this handbook).

Evening Secretary
The evening secretary is located in the Part-Time Faculty Resource Room, LR-108 (northeast corner of the Library).
The secretary is there to take messages from students and faculty, answer questions about schedule changes, post
doors for evening classes and to distribute papers and notes from students to place in part-time faculty mailboxes.
Evening secretary office hours are 3:30-8:00 p.m., Monday-Thursday, telephone number is (909) 389-3328 from off
campus or extension 3328 from on campus.
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Lab/Tutorial Support
The Learning Center is located on the third floor of the Library. Tutoring, computers, a Math Center and a Writing
Center are available for student use. The Learning Center remains open until 10:00 p.m. Mondays through
Thursdays. It closes at 4:00 p.m. on Fridays.

Library

The Library is open until 10:00 p.m. every school day except Friday, when it closes at 4:00 p.m., and on Saturday
from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Orientations for students are available. Make an appointment in advance for this
service. The Library does not buy textbooks. If you would like to have copies of the texts you are using available for
student use, you should take a copy of the text to the Library and have it placed on reserve.

Part-Time Faculty Resource Room
The part-time faculty resource room is located at the northeast corner of the Library, LR-108. Enter from the inside of
the Library, north of the resource librarian’s desk. The room is accessible during regular Library hours.
You will find three computers (with CD and DVD; internet accessible), a scanner, telephone and a VCR player.
Printing will be sent to the printer behind the Library checkout counter. General office supplies such as a stapler, 3hole punch, paper clips, tape, calculator, pens, pencils, and highlighters are also available for your use in the
resource room. Part-time faculty mailboxes are also located in the Resource Room.

STRATEGIES FOR ENHANCING STUDENT RETENTION
Raghu P. Mathur of Irvine Valley College identified the following strategies for enhancing student retention in the
classroom:
1. The more frequent the feedback to students about their performance in class, the better.
2. Inform students about the availability of learning support services on the campus and show willingness to see that
the student becomes actively involved with that service.
3. Develop an assessment procedure for identifying students who are unprepared for challenging courses. Without
some reasonable placement testing, the open door may become a revolving door.
4. Studies indicate that students with a reading level two grades below that of the text have a 5% chance of earning a
passing grade. There should be an attempt to match the reading level of the text materials to that of the student.
To maintain course standards, some students will have to improve their reading ability.
5. Provide students at the outset of the semester a realistic expectation of what is required of them. Give students a
chance to brace themselves and prepare sufficiently to avert "bombing" the first examination.
6. One non-academic variable related to drop out is the student's feeling lonely and isolated. Take steps to promote
a friendly atmosphere in the classroom and encourage students to get to know one another on a first-name basis.
7. Solicit feedback from students who are about to or have decided to drop the course. Set up a system by which
dropouts are urged to fill out a form indicating their reason(s) for dropping the course. This system may save some
students who get "cold feet" prior to the first big exam of the semester.
8. Dick Rasnor of American River college asked students to list reasons why they had dropped courses. Rasnor
provided the following frequently listed reasons which relate to factors under control of the instructor:
- Student got too far behind in coursework and course tests were too difficult, unfair, or upsetting.
Recommendation: Assess students more frequently than the traditional midterm and final. Smaller, more frequent
tests or evaluations provide more reliable data of student performance and less anxiety over "bombing the big one" or
studying the wrong area. Frequent monitoring of student performance will reduce student procrastination.
- Many students dropped because they felt they had inadequate study habits.
Recommendation: Spend some time discussing good study habits and skills. Many instructors mistakenly take for
granted that students know how to study.
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9. Give students a feeling that their attendance and participation in class discussions are important.
10. Structure classroom curriculum that allows students to meet objectives and maintain feelings of accomplishment.
11. Understand and provide for the special needs of the re-entry student.
12. Instructor should be personable, approachable, and friendly.
13. Encourage students to seek assistance during office hours and/or by appointment.
14. Avoid competitive grading where there is a limit on "good" grades regardless of achievement, e.g., few "As"
available.
15. Instructor should mix presentation styles.
16. Instructor should frequently seek student input in class.
17. Provide high-quality inspired teaching with emphasis on practical aspects of curriculum.
18. Encourage students to participate in college-sponsored extracurricular activities.

SOME HELPFUL HINTS FOR BETTER TEACHING
COURSE SYLLABUS
[The following summarizes the important points made in the NCRIPTAL (The National Center for Research to
Improve Postsecondary Teaching and Learning) report entitled "Preparing Course Syllabi for Improved
Communication" by Malcolm A. Lowther, Joan S. Stark, and Gretchen G. Martens, 1989.]
The syllabus serves as a planning device to organize the course and to provide students with information about
course content, the instructor's expectations, the methods of instruction and evaluation, and the overall course.
When NCRIPTAL researchers examined syllabi from different academic fields, they found wide variability in format
and content. Despite the variability, the syllabi were designed to communicate course information and instructor
views of the courses to the student.
The researchers found that students frequently approach courses with questions such as:
- Why do I have to take this course?
- What am I going to learn in it?
- What's in it for me, how does it relate to my interests?
An effective syllabus explains to students the rationale and purpose of the course as well as course content and
procedures. Recent research confirms the assumption that students learn more effectively when they understand
faculty intentions about course matters.
BASIC COMPONENTS OF A SYLLABUS
Basic Information: Instructor and Course
- Instructor's full name and title
- Office location and telephone number; hours (if applicable)
- Electronic address and communication procedures
- Course title/number
- Class meeting times and place
- Students for whom the course is intended
Course Purpose, Goals, and Objectives
- General course goals
- Specific objectives
- Relationship of course to student academic development
- Relationship of course to general education requirements
Educational Beliefs
- Prior preparation
- Effort anticipated
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- Comprehension of time or personal pressures
- Acceptance of students' different learning styles
Content Outline
- Topic outline for course
- Sequencing of course content
- Rationale for course content
- Definition of the discipline
- Substantive component (assumptions of the discipline)
- Syntactical component (mode of inquiry of the discipline)
- Conjunctive component (the relationship of the discipline to other fields)
- Symbolic component (the language of the discipline)
- Skill component (the skills to be applied)
Assignments and Course Calendar
- Readings
- Papers
- Required documentation style, if any
- Tests/Quizzes
- Projects, laboratories, clinics
- Field experiences
- Relationship of course goals to assignments
- Relationship of specific objectives to assignments
- Dates for major assignments, exams, quizzes, projects, vacations, field trips
special activities
Textbooks
- Title(s)
- Author(s)
- Edition
- Publisher
- Where textbook is available
- Estimated price of textbook
- Availability of textbook in library or on reserve
- Reason textbook was chosen
Supplementary Readings
- Required and recommended readings
- Location of supplementary readings
- Readings keyed to student abilities/interests
Methods of Instruction
- Description of instructional techniques
- Rationale for instructional techniques
- Description of class format (lecture, lecture/discussion, seminar, etc.)
- How techniques foster active involvement
- How techniques foster student independence
- How techniques achieve other specified goals
Student Feedback and Grading Procedures
- Grading system
- Learning expectations
- Non-grading feedback
- Policies on assignments/tests/make-ups
- Policies on attendance/incompletes
- Extra-credit policies
- Quizzes/tests/Papers
- Attendance and class participation
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- Office visits
Learning Facilities and Resources for Students
- Library policies
- Learning-assistance policies
- Laboratory policies
- Computer availability and policies
- Reasons for using resources

STUDENT PERCEIVED INJUSTICES
Below are the results of a Ball State University survey of student perceived injustices in class based on a random
sample of 230 students. The top 16 student experienced injustices identified were:
1. Used test items on content not covered in class.
2. Spoke at length about personal matters having nothing to do with the course.
3. Taught by reading verbatim from the book.
4. Mismanaged the class time during the semester so that near the end the semester, course content came at a
hectic pace.
5. Required students to buy a book, perhaps an expensive one, and then never used it in the course.
6. Demanded much more work than was warranted by the credit offered by the course.
7. Taught a course whose content had very little to do with the title or catalog description.
8. Changed the course objectives and/or grading criteria during the semester.
9. Spoke negatively about a student in front of other students.
10. Encouraged student to speak out in class, but when the student did, the instructor ridiculed him/her or otherwise
embarrassed him/her.
11. Was unable to admit that he/she had made an error although it was apparent that he/she had done so.
12. Required students to attend every class session but missed class sessions himself/herself without any excuses.
13. Was unable to demonstrate something he/she expected students to be able to do.
14. Told the class that the course was so hard that he/she expected many of the students would be unable to pass it
and they should drop the course.
15. Lowered student grade as a result of the student exceeding the number of absences allowed.
16. Evaluated student achievement in a class but would not tell the student the basis for his/her evaluation.
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